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1.  Introduction

The object of this paper is to obtain a fundamental system of polynomial

invariants with integral coefficients of the linear group in q variables with

respect to an arbitrary modulus n.

For the case in which n is a prime pi Dicksonf proved that a fundamental

system is given by

Li,q, Qi,u,s
where

(s=l,

Li,cj

M-

Xq

X.

4'
Xl

,p<,/"

Xn

Qi,i/,i Li,q .
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Mrs. Ballantinej proved that for n = pi p* • • • j>», q = 2, every invariant

is of the form
n

2j ''i-<fi (Li,q, Qi, q,s)
i = l       Pi

where la is an integer and </>»• is a polynomial with integral coefficients.

Feldstein§ proved that for n = pj a fundamental  system  is given by

q-l

L>t\   <?<~~\s = 1, - • ..q-l), Ä      , ; = pJ L^'1 fl &'***

(i=l,...,^-l),

where a and 6S range over 0,1, ••-,p—1,  but  may not all be zero.

* Presented to the Society, April 19, 1924.

t Madison Colloquium Lectures, p. 39.

Í American Journal of Mathematics, vol.45 (1923), pp. 286 if.

§ These Transactions, vol. 25 (1923), pp. 223 ff.   The notation Bt,,,a,i,,j was introduced

by the present writer.
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In the present paper it is shown that the method of Mrs. Ballantine can

be extended from 2 to q variables. After a simplification of that method

which enables us to avoid the use of the actual coefficients of the trans-

formation employed the conclusion reached is the theorem

Every invariant of the group r of classes of transformations with deter-

minant congruent to unity, modulo n = pxl pir • • • p^, is a sum of invariants

of r, modulo n, each of which is expressible as a product of tn, = n/pj* by

an invariant of the group Hi of classes of transformations congruent to

unity, modulo pf, and conversely, every such product is an invariant of /'.

2.  The groups r, Gi} H

We call two linear transformations congruent modulo >r if their corre-

sponding coefficients are congruent. All transformations congruent to a chosen

one T, modulo n, are said to form a class [T]K. The classes [T]„ with

determinant | T| = 1 (mod n) are the elements of a group r.

Let pi be a prime factor of n and let P = p*' be the highest power

of pi which divides n. Write n = nu P. Let Gi denote the subgroup

formed of those classes of transformations of r which are congruent

modulo m¿ to the identity transformation 7. Hence Gi is composed of

the classes

(1) [T]„,       T — I (mod nu),       \T\ == 1 (mod P),

the   final   congruence   being   a   necessary   and  sufficient  condition   that

|T| = 1 (mod n), when | T| = \I\ = 1 (mod mí).
Our investigation is based on the theorem that (?¿ is simply isomorphic

with the group H of all classes [£]p(mod P) of transformations S whose

determinants are congruent to unity modulo P. First, all transformations

in a class (1) are congruent modulo ti and hence modulo P, and therefore

in a class [S]p. Second, two transformations T and Tx in different

classes (1) are in different classes [8]p. For if T = T, (mod P), then

T = I = Tx (mod m) implies T = '1\ (mod n = miP). Third, there

is a class (1) which corresponds to any given class [S]p. For we can

find T (unique modulo n) such that T = 8 (mod P), T ~I (mod nu)

since we can find an integer (unique modulo n) which is congruent to

two assigned integers with respect to the relatively prime moduli P and wi¿.

Hence the classes (1) are in (1,1) correspondence with the classes [S]p.

Finally, if Tx = Tí, T2 = T'2 (mod n) where all four T's satisfy the

congruences (1), then T3 = TtTs == T[T2 = Ti (mod n) and T3 and T3

satisfy the congruences (1). Hence the product [TX]W[T2]^ of the two

classes (1) is uniquely   defined as  a class [Ts]n.    Since   the  foregoing
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congruences hold also modulo P, we have [ Tj ]p [ T2 ]p = [ Ts \p. Since

pj' was the highest power of jh, any one of the n distinct prime factors

Pi of n, we have

Theorem I. In the group r of all classes of transformations with

determinant congruent to unity, modulo it, the subgroup Gi of all classes

of transformations congruent to the identity transformation modulo

mi = nip} is simply isomorphic with the group Hi of all classes of trans-

formations molido pf with determinant congruent to unity modulo p?.

3. The groups Gu G2,---,Gn generate r

We shall now prove the following

Lemma. The products 2\ Ts • • • T¿ are all distinct when Tlf T2, • ■ ■, Ti range

over the classes of transformations of Glf G2, ■■-, Gi respectively, and

(for i-¿in) these products form the subgroup Ji of classes [Ui\^ of trans-

formations Ui of r which are congruent to the identity transformation

modulo k = ft/(p*1 P2 ■ ■ ■ Pi)• This is true by definition where i = 1,

that is li = nii. Suppose it true when the above i is replaced by i—1.

Then first, the groups J¿-i and Gi have no class in common save that

of transformations congruent to the identity transformation modulo ft.

For, suppose

[Di-il, = [Tilt, viz.,   Ui-i = Ti (mod n).

But

Ti = I (mod mt)
and

Ui-i = I (mod k-i)

and hence, since p\' is a divisior of both /,_i and n, we have

Ti=Ui-i = I (mod pf>).

Since mi is prime to p*' and their product is n we get

Ti = I (mod n).

Further, the classes [ÍVi2¿]ff are all distinct where Z7j_i, Ti range

over representatives of the classes of transformations of Jf_i, Gi respect-

ively.   For, if

[Ui-iTilt = [ULiTt}n,
then

Ui-iTi    =   Ut-iTi* (modTi)
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and

W-ÎUi-i—   Ti   rr1 (mod»).

By the preceding result we have

Ti*   Tf1 =. 7 (mod»)
and

therefore

imply

UÎ-ÎUi-!= I (moin),

Uï-i    =   Ut-!, T     =   Ti* (mod/t)

[Ut-i\K = [Ui-x\,       [Til* = [Ti\.

The product of two transformations Ui-i, Ti belonging to J¿_i and

Gi respectively is a transformation Ui of the class [Ui\n, £7¿ = T (mod¿¿),

\U\ = 1 (modTr).   For

f/i-i eee I (mod¿i_i),

Ti     = I (modwij)

imply Ui-x T = I (modli), since k is a divisor of both k-i and mi¿.

Conversely, given a transformation Z7i of the class [Ui]^, Ui eee 7(mod¿¿),

\Ui\ eee 1 (modTr), we can find £7¿_i and 7¿ (unique modulott) such that

Ui-i Ti eee Í7¿ (mod»). Now Ui = 7+.K7¿ where I is the identity matrix

and K is a known matrix.   Take

Ui-x = 7+sa7í_i,       Ti = i + rJSTwi,

where the integers s, r are solutions of

(1) sk-x +rwij = ¿¿.

This last equation is solvable since k is the greatest common divisor of

k-i and nu.   Then

t/i-i T< = I+sKli-i +rKmi-\-rsK2li-imi

= I+Kli + rsK'U-mii

ê= E/¿ (modnr),

since Z¿_x »ij is divisible by tt. Also | Ui-x | and j 7¿ | are of the form

1+ysZj-i and \-\-xrm,i, respectively. Then, since |(7/¡ eh 1 (mod»),

we have

(1 +y»Zi-i)(l -\-xrmi) eee 1 (modTr).
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that is

ysli-i-\-xrmi = 0 (modrr).

By (1)
rmi = h — sli-i,

hence

xli-\-(y—x)sk-i = 0 (mod7tr).

But li__1 is divisible by pf, therefore xlt is divisible by p\'. Since l{ is

prime to pj', it follows that x is divisible by pf and is of the form zpf.

The determinant ¡T(| is therefore of the form l-\-zrp^mv hence congruent

to unity, modulo re. Therefore also |C/¿-i| = l(mod7r). This completes

the induction.

When i = n the first half of the lemma still holds; thus all the products

2j Ti ■ ■ ■ Tn are distinct, where Tu T2, - - •, Tn range over representatives

of all the classes of Gu G2, ■ ■ •, Gn respectively. The order of r is thus

the product of the orders of the subgroups Gu G2, • ■ ■, Gn.    Hence

Theorem II. The total group F of classes of transformations with deter-

minant congruent to unity, modulo n, is obtainable by composition of the

n subgroups Gi each composed of those classes of r whose transformations

are congruent, to the identity transformation, modulo n% = nip}.

4. Determination of the invariants of r

Let I(x¡, ■ ■ ■, Xq) be any homogeneous rational integral function with

integral coefficients which is an invariant of I modulo n, that is

I(xi, ■■■ ,xq) (mod/r),

and \ajk\ -     1 (mod7r).

In particular, I(xi, ■ ■ ■, xq) is invariant under every class of transform-

ations [T]„, T-EB 2(modm¿), 13T| == 1 (mod^r), that is under the coincident

class of transformations [S]p, S = 7(modm¿), ^1 ^ l(modP). By the

isomorphism proved in Theorem I, when Ti ranges over representatives of

all the classes of G¡, Si ranges over representatives of all the classes

of Hi and thus I(xi, • • •, xq) is invariant under all the transformations

of JSf (mod^O (i = 1, • • •, n). Conversely, if I(xi} ■ • •, xq) is a rational

integral invariant under the group i¥¿ of all transformations S of classes [S]p,

S =. 7(modmi), \S\ e= l(modP), we see again by the isomorphism in

Theorem I that l(xu ■ • •, xq) is invariant under the corresponding Gi of

where

r¿ =2>>
/c = l

!/fc Xk

I(Xl, ■■■ , Xq)   =

U = h---,q)
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the classes [Ti\x, Ti = 2(modm¿), \Ti\ eee l(mod»). For it is invariant

modulo pf and unchanged modulo mv therefore invariant modulo ».

Since by Theorem II the subgroups Gi(i = 1, • • •, n) generate the total

group r, modulo », if any rational function with integral coefficients is

invariant under every H, modulo p? (i = 1, • • •, n) it is an invariant of V

modulo ».    Hence we have

Theorem III. A necessary and sufficient condition for the invariance of

a rational integral function I(x1,---,xq) with integral coefficients under

the group r of classes of transformations with determinant congruent to

unity, modulo ¡r — px p2 ••'p„> ¿s ^°J> I(xi, • • •, xq) be invariant under

every group Hi of classes of transformations with determinant congruent to

unity, modulo pf (* = 1, • • •, «).
Thus

(1)      /(..,    ..     x ) = V \LP<'  \ Qp<'~\ B. . +p**f (,r . • • •, .r )

(i = 1. •■•, n),

where c/¿ is a rational integral function with integral coefficients. Since the

greatest common divisor of the nu(i = 1,...,«) is unity there exist

integers ki such that
n

2 mi ki   =   1
í=1

and each ki is prime to the corresponding pv, as otherwise the left hand

member would be divisible by p^.

Multiplying each of the equations (1) by the corresponding h tin and

adding we have

(2) 7(,1......^-^ä,«*,^!/,^;"1,^j,^.,.i(>J+^J:*-^^,-,-'-.,).

As k{ (fj is an invariant of Hj (mo&pf) and does not vanish modulo p\

unless ffi vanishes modulo pf we have finally the theorem stated in the

introduction.
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